From: Carman Bradley
Sent: Thursday, January 3-6, 2022
To: 1,000 Alberta Clergy
Subject: One More “Knock” at Your "Door" (Luke 18:1-8) in Prayerful Hope of Garnering a Collective
Response to the Governance Assault on Parental Rights, Children’s Health, and Family Autonomy

Recent background references:


Bill C-4 – An Act to amend the Criminal Code (conversion therapy) – previously Bill C-6.



Article by Rachel Aiello, CTVNews, “Senate passes bill to ban conversion therapy,” Dec 7, 2021.



Article by Abigail Shrier, “How Activist Teachers Recruit Kids,” Nov 18, 2021.



Email “Pending Request for Private Member to Present a Petition,” sent to all UCP MLAs, Nov
17, 2021.

Pastor....
It is now a child’s right regardless of age, maturity, psychological/medical history, and family
beliefs/values to: (1) declare a SOGI self-identity, (2) associate with the “GSA Club - GSA-Network –
LGBTQ Activist Chain,” and (3) seek transgender interventions. Moreover, children are
empowered to declare and live out these rights either in secret through Alberta Education or
openly before their parents. Regardless of secrecy or openness, parents must accept and affirm
these rights and choices or face incarceration.
For over two years in previous correspondence this graphic has stated in the red arrow “Coming
Soon.” Truth is “Here Now” applies. This grievous reality is no governmental accident.

Alberta’s Christian laity deserves to know how grievous this governance is to responsible parenting,
children’s health, and traditional family/religious autonomy vis-à-vis the State. Moreover, most will
be surprised to discover the level of disconnect/mismatch this governance has with the professed
values, principles and commitments of Alberta’s current governing party, declared as recently as
October 16, 2020:






102. Statement of Principles:
o

A robust civil society made up of free individuals, strong families, and voluntary
associations.

o

Freedom of speech, worship and assembly.

o

Affirm the family as the building block of society and the means by which citizens pass on
their values and beliefs and ensure that families are protected from intrusion by
government.

201.1 Community - Vision:
o

Upholding and protecting parental rights and authority in health care and education.

o

Affirming that the family is the basic unit of society and is entitled to protection by society
and the State to ensure that parents have the right and responsibility to oversee the
healthcare and education of their own children, including but not limited to the cultural,
linguistic, religious, spiritual and moral upbringing and heritage of their children.

201.2 Community – Families:
o





Ensure the protection and well-being of all children, alongside full respect for parents'
rights, freedoms and authority.

202.1 Education – Vision:
o

Affirming the right of parents to direct the education and upbringing of their children.

o

Supporting safe schools that protect students against discrimination and bullying without
compromising the constitutional rights and safety of other students in the process.

o

Recognizing that parents and guardians are the major stakeholders in education.

202.2 Education – Curriculum and Assessment:
o

Reinstate parental opt-in consent for any subjects of a religious or sexual nature, including
enrolment in extracurricular activities/clubs or distribution of any instructional
materials/resources related to these topics.

o

Support principles for framing Educational Policy so that ideological and political bias is not
present in school curriculum.

The credibility/integrity of these principles and commitments is exploded by the governance
actualities and impacts illustrated in the previous graphic and that below. In the domains of human
sexuality and gender law, Albertan children are now empowered to full independence from parental
awareness and consent an unprecedented decade earlier, starting at age five. Indeed, the wording
of federal Bill C-4 extends these rights to age of first expression.

In further irony for Alberta’s social conservatives, Premier Kenney’s position on GSA membership
secrecy stands in contrast to his own party’s wishes, declared at the first UCP convention, when 57
percent of delegates voted to have parents informed of their children’s attendance in GSA clubs.
See Dean Bennett, Global News, “Alberta Conservatives clash with leaders on gay-straight alliances
at UCP policy meeting,” May 7, 2018.
Consider the destructive impacts on the longstanding rights, roles and responsibilities of parents,
declared in Alberta Family Law Act s.21 (5 and 6), resulting from empowering children to full
independence starting at age five, if not upon first insistence (Bill C-4), as explained above. The following
parental powers are now disenfranchised and/or in disarray:



To nurture the child’s physical, psychological and emotional development.



To guide the child to independent adulthood.



To make day-to-day decisions affecting the child, including daily activities.



To make decisions about the nature, extent and place of the child’s education.



To make decisions about any participation in extracurricular school activities.



To make decisions regarding the child’s cultural, religious, and spiritual upbringing.



To consent to medical, dental and other health-related treatment for the child.



To decide with whom the child is to live and to associate.



To grant or refuse consent where consent of a parent is required by law.

God willing, in the 2022 Spring Session of the Alberta Legislature this petition statement will be
presented:
To the Legislative Assembly of Alberta, in Legislature Assembled:
We, the undersigned residents of Alberta, petition the Legislative Assembly to urge the
Government of Alberta to introduce legislation that requires children ages 5 to 15 to obtain
parental consent before they become a member of a Gay-Straight Alliance (GSA) or provide
a sexual orientation/gender identity (SOGI) self-identification to their school.
The petition goals are:


To hold our government accountable to their declared values, principles and commitments.



To establish a legal and safe standard for a child’s independence from parental consent in
the areas of SOGI self-identity, GSA membership, and independent medical decisions related
to gender transitioning.



To restore the traditional, time-tested balance and rationality to “parent-child-State”
relationships, roles and responsibilities.



To protect the “nuclear family” from eroding autonomy vis-à-vis the State.



To oblige otherwise avoidant politicians to remedy and clarify governance ambiguities and
grievances, impacting the sexual, gender and spiritual development of 733,000 school age
youth in Alberta.



To indirectly take a stand for religious freedom, including Christian heteronormative beliefs
and values.

One need not be prophetic to foresee the adverse childrearing environment for our children,
grandchildren, and their children, should this governance path go unchallenged. This legislative
offensive is at a turning/tipping point of no return. Perhaps it is God’s “gracious” plan that this
petition becomes a Gideon’s moment before the Legislative Assembly (a battle engaged by a select
few fearless Albertans) with the vast majority of Alberta Christians remaining silent, unresponsive,
uninterested, and/or unaware. Praise God for the signatures already received and those
forthcoming. Personally, I have been praying and holding the wish that this calling does not turn out
to be God’s plan for exposing pervasive complacency and indifference among many Albertan clergy

to unprecedented anti-Christian, anti-child, anti-family governance. Moreover, my prayerful hope is
that widespread unresponsiveness in the face of this governance assault does not become
justification for His turning away with no remedy or relief in store.
Little more can be offered in warning then has already been passed to Alberta’s clergy including:


Governance Assault on Parent Rights, Children’s Health and Family, dated Aug 24, 2021.



Human Sexuality Governance: the “Elephant in the Room” in Many Alberta Churches, dated
Sep 9 to 21, 2021.



The Cost to All Alberta Youth If Growing Up in a “Post-Christian” Era, dated Sep 29 to Oct 6,
2021.



Petition Update and A Prayer for Spiritual Wisdom/Discernment Among Alberta’s Clergy,
dated Oct 18-22, 2021.

As explained in the Oct 18-22, 2021 email (above) there exist a variety of opinions on how best to
respond to grievous “collisions” of State governance with religious freedom/beliefs/practice and
longstanding parental rights. What should matter to Christians in these situations is seeking God’s
will/guidance in responding/reacting. This said, here are three key issues of discernment for clergy
and church decision-makers to prayerfully resolve: (1) “Is it God’s wish that Alberta Christians take
up this petition stand?”; (2) if yes, “How best do we engage the laity?”; and (3) if not, “What
should be the replacement response?” All I ask in this last “knock” at your “door” is for you to
please prayerfully consider these three points after taking the 26 minutes needed to watch the
August 2021 video: The Governance Assault on Parental Rights, Children’s Health and Family, if you
haven’t already done so.
The video summarizes five years of research, analysis, writings and communication with two Alberta
governments on human sexuality and gender governance matters. It is the most powerful argument
for petition action and the most concise analysis of the false narratives, political talking points,
harmful ideology, and activist agenda that now influence common opinion. To prayerfully engage
questions (1), (2) and (3) without having viewed the video may reflect a lack of openness to the facts
and a predisposition of the heart.
If your decision is to support the petition, may I suggest releasing this month (in January 2022)
something like the attached draft email [see below] to your laity for their individual consideration
and choice of action. Note the video: The Governance Assault on Parental Rights, Children’s Health
and Family is referenced as key background in this suggested draft email. If your decision is to not
support the petition, please offer what you suggest as a replacement response.
In conclusion, please invest the time to study and assess the physical, mental and spiritual costs to
Alberta’s 733,000 students of doing nothing. The petition statement is not a panacea for all the bad
governance in the areas of human sexuality and gender; however, if implemented, the protections
will be a huge step towards needed legal remedy to establish a rational boundary to LGBTQ
affirmative action overreach.
If not now, if not here (in Alberta), if not in the face of these governance assaults; then when, for
what reasons, and by whom, will a godly stand ever be taken?

Peace and Grace in Christ.
Carman Bradley
(Grandfather)
Founder Bill 10 Court Challenge Organization
The above email has been sent to clergy who have not yet responded to previous correspondence
and have not unsubscribed. Bill 10 Court Challenge Organization is longsuffering on the causes of
rational parental rights, appropriate children’s safety, freedom of religion, and righteous Christian
influence in Alberta governance. If you wish to be removed from the email list please indicate so by
requesting removal to feedback@Bill10CourtChallenge.Org or Carman-Gill@Shaw.ca.
Email attachment:

A Needed Response to Radical Detrimental Shifts in “Parent-Child-State” Relations
It is now a child’s right regardless of age, maturity, psychological/medical history, and family
beliefs/values to: (1) declare a SOGI self-identity, (2) associate with the “GSA Club - GSA-Network LGBTQ Activist Chain,” and/or (3) seek transgender interventions. Moreover, children are
empowered to declare and live out these rights either in secret through Alberta Education or openly
before their parents. Regardless of secrecy or openness, parents must accept and affirm these rights
and choices or face incarceration.

It has been brought to our attention an opportunity to voice through petition opposition to secret
Gay-Straight Alliance membership and secret SOGI self-identity for students in Alberta schools,
starting in kindergarten at age five. Loving and responsible parents, whether religious or nonreligious, whether with confused/wavering, straight, gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender or queer

identifying children, have the need and right to know who is influencing their children’s sexual
development, where and when this is happening, and what their children are being told and doing
while at school or related to the Gay-Straight Alliance Network. Furthermore, the state (provincial
and now federal [through Bill C-4, previously C-6]) should not be dictating that parents must accept
their child’s SOGI self-identify regardless of age, maturity, psychological/medical history, and family
beliefs/values. This is not in the best interest of all children. The petition reads:

For background on the petition watch the Aug 2021 video – The Governance Assault on Parental
Rights, Children’s Health and Family. To view key instructions for the petition, including mailing
address, submission timings, and the printable petition signature form, click here. Signatures can
also be collected from friends and relatives.

